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Abstract

Computer networks as part of critical infrastructure facilities and assets for most organizations are facing increasing challenges in defending against various and sophisticated cyber threats, intrusions, and attacks. Knowledge is a key factor in cyber defense, and honeypots could be an effective tool for gaining knowledge for cyber defense. This research paper draws upon a cyber defense knowledge model based on the classic of The Art of War and focuses on the use of honeypots for network intrusion detection. The cyber defense model highlights the role of knowledge (and the lack of knowledge) of strengths and vulnerabilities of yourself and your opponent in cyber defense. This study illustrates the dynamics of the knowledge and its network security benefits using honeypots in a simulation of detection of intrusions and distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks on a virtual network.
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Introduction

Organizations and individuals are paying more and more attention to cyber defense as cyber threats and attacks have been on the rise. According to a recent data breach investigation report, denial of service and system intrusions are among the major attacks targeting enterprise networks (Verizon, 2021). Meanwhile, cyber attack methods are becoming more sophisticated. For example, traditional denial of service attacks have become more distributed and are launched from massive botnets, and system intrusions involve increasing leverage of malware and deployment of ransomware. Unfortunately, we often do not know the attacks until after they happen and damage is done.

The statement that knowledge is power attributed to Francis Bacon during the English Renaissance still rings true in modern cyber defense. Fast-growing and more and more sophisticated cyber threats and attacks make it increasingly challenging for modern organizations to defend their computer networks, cyber space, and critical assets due to a lack of knowledge of the vulnerabilities and threats (Booker & Musman, 2019; Wang & D’Cruze, 2020). As a result of such lack of knowledge for cyber defense, cybersecurity analysts and responders in practice have to depend on inadequate and questionable information for decision making and response as there is too much “diverse and noisy” data for them to assess the cyber threat adequately (Booker & Musman, 2019). In contrast, organizations equipped with the best knowledge of cyber threats
will be in the best position to defend against increasing cyberattacks (Booz Allen Hamilton, 2019). Thus, knowledge of cybersecurity vulnerabilities and threats is a critical factor in defending against cyber attacks.

Knowledge is relative to ignorance or the lack of knowledge, and knowledge or the lack of knowledge may involve yourself and your adversary. Knowledge for cyber defense includes knowing the strengths and weaknesses of your opponent and yourself. Knowing the adversary and oneself is a highly important strategic and tactical concept in The Art of War, a classic of military strategies and tactics by Sun Tzu in the 5th century B.C. For example, it is found that knowledge of the common techniques and tools of ransomware used by attackers can be a powerful defense against ransomware attacks (Dunn, 2019). On the contrary, lack of knowledge may cause and add to difficulties for sound decision making under risk and uncertain conditions (M’manga et al., 2019; Wang, 2013). Therefore, vulnerability assessment and penetration testing are voluntarily used by many organizations for gaining knowledge and discovering and addressing security vulnerabilities and risks.

Honeypots can be an effective cyber defense mechanism to lure and monitor attackers and gather valuable knowledge about system intruders for better defense (Kelly, Pitropakis, Mylonas, McKeown, & Buchanan, 2021; Paliwal, 2017; Priyanka, 2018). Unlike intrusion detection systems (IDS), honeypots willingly provide intruders access to restricted systems with the intention to monitor their activities and analyze their goals. This study will adopt the cyber defense knowledge model from a recent study and focus on the knowledge discovery process in detecting and monitoring network intrusions and DDoS attacks using a honeypot simulation on a virtual network. The goal of the study is to reveal and illustrate how the deceptive honeypot strategy and tactics affect the knowledge dynamics between the defender and offender. The study also contributes a network simulation method and data for network intrusion detection and penetration testing. The following sections will review the relevant theoretical background, explain the adopted cyber defense knowledge model, describe the simulation method, and report and discuss the findings from the simulation and tests.

Background

There are valuable lessons of wisdom from classics on ancient warfare that can benefit modern cyber warfare and cyber defense. Knowledge is a strategic factor critical to the outcome of a warfare in The Art of War. The best-known statement in The Art of War on the role of knowledge is “Know the enemy and know yourself, and you can fight a hundred battles with no danger of defeat” (Michaelson & Michaelson, 2003). The concept of knowledge in The Art of War includes the following three types of awareness and assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of yourself and the enemy:

- If you know the enemy and know yourself, you need not fear the result of a hundred battles.
- If you know yourself but not the enemy, for every victory gained you will also suffer a defeat.
- If you know neither the enemy nor yourself, you will succumb in every battle.

(Sun, trans. 1910, p.45)

Knowing the strengths and weaknesses of both yourself and the adversary is the best scenario which makes you win every battle. The concepts of knowledge and lack of knowledge in The Art of War apply to the domain of modern cyber warfare and cyber defense as well. Having knowledge of the cyber warfare capabilities of both yourself and the adversary is essential to victory in the cyber domain (Wilson, 2018). For example, the MITRE Corporation provides the following useful community knowledge resources on known cyber attacks and vulnerabilities:
● The Common Attack Pattern Enumeration and Classification (CAPEC) that lists and categorizes cyber attack patterns and methods used for exploiting hardware and software vulnerabilities;

● The Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) that lists the CVE character, identifier, and description of known cybersecurity vulnerabilities (MITRE, 2020).

The cyber attack scenario modelling proposed by Ahn, Kim, and Lee (2020) also includes identifiers, descriptions, and attributes of attacks and vulnerabilities. The Goal and Effect modelling method provides network simulation and analysis of the goals and damage effects of various cyber attacks, including social engineering, reconnaissance, privilege escalation, forgery, denial of service, command and control, exfiltration, destroy device, spreading, resource consumption, and unknown attacks (Ahn, Kim, & Lee, 2020).

The concept of knowledge for cyber defense is dynamic as knowledge and lack of knowledge (or ignorance) are relative to each other. Your knowledge will increase if your opponent’s knowledge decreases and ignorance grows, and obscuring or hiding your strengths to the adversary serves to drive the knowledge dynamic to your advantage (Wang & D’Cruze, 2020). In addition, the strategy of deception is emphasized in the following quotes from The Art of War so as to disguise yourself and mislead your opponent to decrease and minimize your opponent’s true knowledge of your strengths and weaknesses:

18. All warfare is based on deception.

19. Hence, when able to attack, we must seem unable; when using our forces, we must seem inactive; when we are near, we must make the enemy believe we are far away; when far away, we must make him believe we are near.

20. Hold out baits to entice the enemy. Feign disorder, and crush him.

21. … Pretend to be weak, that he may grow arrogant.

(Sun, trans. 1910, p.62).

The use of honeypots exemplifies the strategy of deception in the cyber defense domain. Honeypots are intentional deceptions in nature to lure, trap, and monitor intruders using a fake system as a bait. Examples of deception strategies and tactics in network defense include broadcasting of fake SSIDs for easy WiFi access or intentional exposure of deceptive passwords or CAPTCHA mechanisms to allow attackers access to deceptive services (Faveri, Moreira, & Amaral, 2018). Deployment of deceptive strategies and tactics in cyber defense helps to strengthen your cyber defense by misleading your adversaries and minimizing their true knowledge of your systems, assets, strengths, and vulnerabilities (Wang & D’Cruze, 2020).

A honeypot is a “decoy” system to attract intruders and monitor and learn from their activities and tactics in order to examine the network and system vulnerabilities and improve the system security (Paliwal, 2017). Unlike intrusion detection systems (IDS) that rely on known attack signatures, a honeypot is an active network defense system that can monitor and record unknown attacks to detect, prevent and react to active intrusions without disturbing the asset of value (Priyanka, 2018). Honeypots consist of research and production honeypots with different purposes: (1) A research honeypot is to monitor the activities of malicious intruders to gather data for analysis of the tactics, techniques, and procedures of threat actors; (2) Production honeypots are more specifically configured and deployed to emulate current production systems or infrastructure and protect them from current or potential attacks (Kelly, Pitropakis, Mylonas, McKeown,
Honeypots may offer different levels of interaction between the intruders and the target system: low, high, and medium:

- A low interaction honeypot emulates minimum system services and features to lure the intruders and log their activities but has very limited responses and system protection;
- A high interaction honeypot offers the most realistic and attractive target with real services and operating systems most similar to the real production infrastructure and provides most accurate data about intruders and their activities;
- A medium interaction honeypot combines the strengths of the low interaction and high interaction honeypots and usually runs on a virtual application layer with more interaction and data collection than low interaction honeypots but less emulation and system exposure risks than high interaction honeypots (Kelly, Pitropakis, Mylonas, McKeown, & Buchanan, 2021).

**Cyber defense knowledge model**

This study adopts the knowledge model for cyber defense proposed by Wang and D’Cruze (2020) based on the defense knowledge principles laid out in *The Art of War*. The proposed model consists of a Knowledge and Goals Matrix and a Knowledge Discovery Process. Table 1 below shows the Knowledge and Goals Matrix.

The Knowledge and Goals Matrix depicts the relationships of knowledge and goals between yourself and your opponent. In cyber defense, knowledge and goals of yourself mean the following:

- Discover and know the vulnerabilities of your own systems as well as the measures and actions to take to mitigate and minimize the vulnerabilities and risks for yourself;
- Know how to hide your critical assets and vulnerabilities from the opponent for the goal of minimizing your opponent’s knowledge of your assets and weaknesses;
- Know how to set up attractive fake targets or decoys such as a honeypot with intentional vulnerabilities to lure intruders for the goal of deceiving and misleading your opponents (Wang & D’Cruze, 2020).

Knowledge of your opponent(s) means the following:

- Discover and know your opponent’s strengths adequately to guide the improvement of your defense and counter-attack strategies;
- Discover and know your opponent’s critical assets and vulnerabilities to be well prepared for necessary exploitation of them (Wang & D’Cruze, 2020).
Table 1: Knowledge and Goals Matrix (Wang & D’Cruze, 2020)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Knowledge</th>
<th>Goals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Yourself</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Know your own vulnerabilities</td>
<td>● To minimize your vulnerabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Know how to mitigate your own vulnerabilities</td>
<td>● To assess and manage your vulnerabilities and risks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Know how to hide your assets and vulnerabilities from your opponent</td>
<td>● To minimize opponent’s knowledge of your vulnerabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Know how to set up fake vulnerabilities</td>
<td>● To mislead, misinform, distract, and deceive your opponent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Opponent</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Know your opponent’s strengths</td>
<td>● To be aware of threats and avoid striking the strong spots of your opponent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Know your opponent’s assets and vulnerabilities</td>
<td>● To exploit the vulnerabilities of your opponent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>● Know how to discover your opponent’s vulnerabilities</td>
<td>● To maximize your knowledge of your opponent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The other component of the cyber defense model is the knowledge discovery process for gaining the necessary knowledge of yourself and your opponent and reaching your cyber defense goals. The knowledge discovery process includes the steps of footprinting, port scanning, enumeration, penetration testing, and vulnerability analysis. Footprinting is the initial reconnaissance step used by black-hat, white-hat, and gray-hat hackers for passive information gathering about a target using various tools and techniques (Hassan & Hijazi, 2018; Wang & D’Cruze, 2020). Port scanning is used to identify open ports and services available on a network host such as a server to seek vulnerabilities for exploitation. Enumeration is more aggressive information gathering through active connections to extract more detailed information such as usernames and services from a system. Penetration testing is more aggressive knowledge discovery to test and determine the vulnerabilities of the target system and their exploitability. Vulnerability analysis is the final step of the knowledge discovery process to analyze and assess the potential impact of the discovered vulnerabilities and their relevant threats and risks in order to properly manage the cyber risks (Muckin & Fitch, 2019; Wang & D’Cruze, 2020).

Methodology

This study uses a virtual network simulation of intrusion detection via a honeypot to test the knowledge model for cyber defense. The virtual network for simulation includes two virtual machines running Kali Linux and another virtual machine running Windows 10 on the VirtualBox platform, a free cross-platform virtualization application provided by Oracle. VirtualBox is widely used for simulation, testing, and disaster
recovery as it allows easy switch to the saved snapshots of a previous virtual machine state if necessary. Kali Linux is an enterprise-ready security auditing Linux distribution bundled with many tools for security knowledge discovery and analysis; and it primarily serves cybersecurity professionals and IT administrators for advanced reconnaissance and penetration testing, forensic analysis, and security auditing (Wang & D’Cruze, 2020).

On the simulation network, three virtual machines are set up to generate and detect unauthorized network intrusions and DDoS attacks and discover the attack sources and their IP addresses via a honeypot. An Apache web server, a firewall, and a PentBox honeypot are installed on one of the Kali virtual machines at the IP address of 10.0.0.102. The other Kali virtual machine at the IP of 10.0.0.101 is used to test if the web server target at 10.0.0.102 is working properly to lure and monitor the intruders.

Intrusions and DDoS attacks are launched from the Windows 10 virtual machine at the IP address of 10.0.0.103 using the Low Orbit Cannon (LOIC) application. LOIC is a popular open-source network stress testing and denial-of-service attack application written in C#. LOIC is able to send multiple simultaneous requests to flood the target web server with TCP or UDP packets to disrupt the normal service of the target host (Asri & Pranggono, 2015; Murugan, Ganesan, & Thiyagu, 2018). LOIC has also been effectively tested as a denial-of-service attack tool for exploiting the MITRE’s CVE vulnerabilities (Cheepborisuttikul & Teng-Amnuay, 2013).

The honeypot software tool used in the simulation for deception and detection of network intruders is PentBox installed on the 10.0.0.102 virtual machine. The PentBox honeypot is a security suite that can be used for penetration testing to perform various operations. The PentBox kit allows you to listen for connections for intrusion detection and contains multiple tools to perform and monitor network attack activities, including cracking hashes, stress testing, DNS enumeration, etc., and is able provide valuable information about the attacker (Murugan, Ganesan, & Thiyagu, 2018; Priyanka, 2018). The Wireshark sniffer is also used on this host to capture network data for further analysis.

The following section reports and discusses the implementation and findings of the simulation of the honeypot detection and monitoring of network intrusions and DDoS attacks to illustrate the knowledge discovery model for cyber defense.

Findings and discussions

The honeypot deployment is the key to the network simulation. The PentBox version 1.8 honeypot is activated and configured on the Kali virtual machine at the IP of 10.0.0.102 to monitor the fake web service “Department of Cosmic Energy” on port 80 with logging enabled. Figure 1 below shows the honeypot activation and configuration.
Figure 1: PentBox honeypot activated and configured on port 80

Figure 2 below shows the fake website “Department of Cosmic Energy” running unsecured on port 80 as the bait for the honeypot on the Kali virtual machine of 10.0.0.102. A firewall is also deployed on the same virtual machine hosting the fake web service and the honeypot as a control variable to test the effectiveness of the honeypot. GUFW (Graphical Uncomplicated Firewall) is the firewall used for this simulation. GUFW is a graphical utility for managing the Uncomplicated Firewall (UFW), which uses iptables rules available on major Linux distributions.
The control test shows when the GUFW firewall is configured to “Deny” all incoming and outgoing packets, the honeypot detects no intrusion activity as all packets are already blocked by the firewall. Therefore, the firewall should be and is set to “Allow” all traffic in all directions to make the “bait” more attractive to intruders as intended for the honeypot to work. Figure 3 below shows the firewall setting.

Figure 2: Fake website running as the bait for the honeypot

Figure 3: GUFW firewall settings
For this experiment, the Low Orbit Ion Cannon (LOIC) application is used for launching DDoS attacks from the Windows virtual machine at the IP of 10.0.0.103. LOIC is set to attack the target web server on the virtual machine at 10.0.0.102. The DDoS attacks launched from LOIC generates enough traffic to the target server with TCP, UDP and HTTP packets to disrupt the web service. Figure 4 below shows the DDoS attacks in action launched from the LOIC application.

![LOIC Application](image1)

**Figure 4: DDoS attacks launched from LOIC**

LOIC was only running for a few seconds for this simulation, and PentBox was able to detect hundreds of intrusion attempts including over a hundred HTTP requests to the web service. The honeypot detections of the intrusions were recorded in the log file. Figure 5 below is a partial display of the log file.
The PentBox honeypot provides useful knowledge about the attacker that will benefit subsequent security analysis and defense of critical assets. It not only detected and monitored the intrusions but also recorded valuable information about the flooding DDoS attacks from the source IP address 10.0.0.103 and the ephemeral ports where the attacks were generated. It also recorded the date and times of the attacks. The honeypot used for this simulation is of low interaction for research purpose without impacting any production network or system. The DDoS attacks consist of TCP, UDP, and HTTP packets. The Wireshark network sniffer was run during the simulation to capture the packets attracted by the honeypot for further analysis. Figure 6 below shows a flagged part of a Wireshark capture of the TCP requests from the attack machine at 10.0.0.103 to the target machine at 10.0.0.102. The capture shows continuous HTTP requests to the web server at port 80, which is typical signature of a flooding DDoS attack. The HTTP packets sent from the attack machine are nearly parallel with repeated resets and persistent requests to reach and flood the target web server.
Thanks to the honeypot attraction on the simulation network, a large number of packets including HTTP packets were detected and captured by Wireshark within a few seconds. We can also learn useful knowledge about the intrusions and attacks from the HTTP packets. There was a total of 104 HTTP packets captured by Wireshark in the honeypot simulation. The GET method is used to request data from the target resource. GET is the primary mechanism of information retrieval and the focus of almost all web service performance optimizations. Therefore, GET request packets are often used as a flooding tool to overwhelm the web server in DDoS attacks so that legitimate requests from other users and hosts cannot be handled. Following the TCP stream in Wireshark will also provide useful knowledge about the details of the web requests, such as the source host, timestamps, the payload, metadata in the form of header fields, sequence, and coding. In addition, we can have the opportunity to examine and learn more about the source from the different layers of the HTTP packets captured in Wireshark. Figure 7 below shows some HTTP packets captured and their network layers.
Conclusion

This study draws upon the knowledge model for cyber defense based on the knowledge and defense principles in The Art of War and focuses on the use of deception via honeypots to mislead and increase the ignorance of your opponents. As knowledge and ignorance are dynamic and relative to each other, one’s knowledge for cyber defense strengthens as the opponent’s ignorance grows. Honeypots in network defense provide attractive baits to lure intruders into a trap, monitor their activities, and gather useful knowledge about the intruders and their attacks to gain cyber defense knowledge and to distract attackers away from real assets of value. The virtualized simulation of network intrusion and DDoS attack detection via the PentBox honeypot in this study illustrates that valuable knowledge can be gained from detection, logging and packet captures in the honeypot environment. The network defender using the honeypot and the fake web service as a bait in this simulation not only misleads the intruders and attacks to a wrong target away from valuable assets but also gains useful knowledge about the attacker while the attacker remains ignorant. However, the simulation in this study is limited to a simplified low-interaction type honeypot and may not represent more complex honeypots used in large organizations.

It is important to reiterate the central point of this study that this is not a research on how to use a honeypot or how to conduct penetration testing. Instead, we should focus on the big picture here which is to gain knowledge for cyber defense for yourself while deceiving the adversaries and increasing their ignorance.
Creative thinking is essential to the future of cyber defense as cyber threats are dynamic with new and unforeseeable threats and risks emerging from time to time (Wang & D’Cruze, 2020). Cyber defense is not just about the use of tools and techniques but rather dependent upon creative thinking with adequate knowledge of the opponents and risks. Classics on warfare do provide valuable food for thoughts and wisdom for cyber defense regardless of the tools and techniques used at different times. However, this study is limited to a knowledge model based on certain knowledge principles in The Art of War. Future and follow-up studies will continue to explore and discover inspirations and wisdom for cyber defense from other and various sources of literature. It is also important to think creatively outside the box and learn the lessons and apply the wisdom from other fields to solving the problems in cybersecurity. So future research in cyber defense should incorporate more interdisciplinary approaches.
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